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“BUMP” MASSESFuR BL HF;FI STARS

Cecil G. Davis
University of California

Los Alamos National Laboratory
‘Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The masses of classical Cepheids can be determined by
using the phase of the Hertzsprung “bump’ron the light or
velocity ‘ve, Cox-Stewart opacities, and nonlinear pulsa-
tion theory. The fact that these “bump” masses are some
60% lower than the evolutionary masses raises some
questions abo~t this approach. In support of our method,
w? calculate the light curve for BL Her, a population 11
Cepheld, with ar. ~bserved bump on the declining portion of
its light curve. The nonlinear hydrodynamic model we use
(Davis and Davison - 1978) resolves the light curve by
dynamic zoning and allows us the opportunity to make a
direct comparison of the calculated light curve to the
observations, using a prescribed mass, luminosity and
effective temperature.

The parameters for BL Her are from a linear model
(Hodson,

&ox ‘
and King - 1982) that has nearly the correct

period (1.2) and the correct period ratio from resonance
theory (W /W = 0,53) for a bump to appear on the declinlng
Po.tion o?tflelight curve as observed. These parameters
are: M = 0.55 M , L = 55.0 L , and T

‘ilslr!;~; ;;
This

mass is near the”evolutionar yamas.s as
Schwartzschild and H3rm (1970).

The model results agree well with the observations and
the color-T relation has the same slope as that observed
for RR Lyra$f[tars by the Oke, Giver and Searle (1965)
relationship.

I. INTRODUCTION

1; is well known that ‘bunp” masses for classical Cepheids are approxi-

mately 60% lower than the evolutionary massea. The model calculations for

pulsating stars are nollj,ally done using ~x-Stewart (1965) opacities and

nonlinear pulsation theory (Christy - 1966, Stobble - 1969). Recently the

Cox-Stewart opacities have been questioned by new calculations usin~ Carson~s

opacities (Carson and Stothera - 1976).

Ideas to remove the mass discrepancy h~ve been proposed by Cox, King and

Hodson (1978), Carson, Stothers and Vermury 1981) and by Christy (1968),

Tayler (1970) and Davis (1977). The COXMKing and Hodson (1978) pr{)posal is



to enhance the helium concentration in various layers of the sbar above the

usual 30 percent. The large composition gradients that result may cause

Inctsbilities that would quickly reduce the enhancement. Carson, Stothers

and Vermury (1981) propose changes in opacities from the atomic c-alculations

of Carson (1976) that change the star’s structure and therefore the phasing

of the bmp. This idea is generally unacceptable to members of our equation-

o!’-state group (l-4) at Los Alamos. Finally, the idea of mass loss has been

discussed at various times by Christy, Tayler and Davis. It would appear

that the physics of mass loss and the evolutionary tracks for Cepheids are

note that well in hand. The evolutionary theorists, though, (Lauterborn,

Refsal and UeiUert - 1971, for instance) say that if more than 101 of the

star’s mass is lost on the way ta the Cerheid instability strip, that star

will not ~volve into the strip.

The observed “bunpsn on the light curves of BL Her stars and the

Hertzsprung-like sequence afford us with an opportunity to test nonlinear

theory and Cox-Stewart opacities. These population 11 low+ass variables,

with periods of 1 to 3 days, are brighter by r 1 magnitude than the

popu?.ation II RR Lyrae variables. The bump first appears on the descending

branch of the light curve. around a period of 1.2 days, then it crosses over

the peak near a period of 1.6 days and finally disappears on the ascending

branch around 3 days.

Linear studies, utilizing resonance theory (Simon and Schmidt - 1976),

confirm the hunp hypothesis for these population II classes of stars as well

as for classical Cepheids. Using King IA opacities (X = 0.70, Z = 0.001),

King, Cox and Hodson (1981) found that the ratios of W2/Wo follow the

resonance theoretical values for a mass near 0.55 M., the evolutionary mass.

The usual Lagrangian calculations of light curves produce numerical

features that cause difficulties in resolving the real ‘bumps”. In Carson,

Stothers and Vennury (1981), the light and veloclty curves di~played have

been artificially smoothed in an attempt to remove the artificial bumps.

Recently, we developed a nonlinear code using dynamic ztining (Castor, Davis

and Davison - 1977) that reuol.ves the light curve and removes tl,c artificial

bunps due to zoning for a more direct ccxnpnrison to observations.



II. THE BL HER MODEL

The model chosen for our nonlinear studies is pro~sed by Hodson, King

and Cox (1982) and Is called Model B (Table I) In their paper. The model

parameters nre

M = 0.55 M. , L = 95.0 L@ & Teff = 6500 K .

The resulting fundamental period is 1.2 days, in rough agreement with the

observed period for BL Her of 1.31 days. The period ratios, from our linear

(L) calculations and the linear and nonlinear (N) analysis of Hcvlson, King

and Cox are:

Model r~/fiO(Davia) w!j/mO(Hodson et al.) v~/wO(Hodson et al.)

B 0.530 0.539 0.542

which imply from resonance theory thut a bump should appear on the descendirig

branch of the light curve.

This model for BL Her, the prototype of these population II bunp

Cephelds, has some limitations. First, BL Her is observed to be a metal-rich

object and as such we may be affecting the model results somewhat by using

tile standard population II opaci*,ies (King IA). Probably of more co~cern is

the selection of parameters fur luminosity and effective temperature. SnIth,

Jacques, Lugger, Deming and Butler (1978) obtain a photometric value for Teff

of 6840 K, much higher than our model value. If we utie this Teff in the

model we find that the ratio of the calculated periods (w2/fiO) ftills outside

the range where a bump on the declining branch of the light would occur from

resonance theory. Finally, the star J(X Vir (m = 1?35) does no+ have a bunp,

at least not a well resolved bunp, on its light curve. ‘fhls star probably

has a different mass and/or effective temperature from BL Her and therefore

does not appear on the same constant period line.

III. THE NONLINEARRESULTS FOR BL HER

As usual, in these nonlinear calculations, the mesh is given e push III

the fundamental mode to reduce the calculational time in reaching limiting

amplitude. After limiting amplitude (AV ~ 80 km/s) is obtnined we p:ot the

resolve~l light curve for the model in Fig. 1. The corresponding observed



light, in terms of the U,E. ~ectrometry, for BL Her (Abt & Hardie - 1960)

is shown In Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1, Calculated luminosity for Fig. 2. Observed U,B, V spectrometry for
BL Her. BL Her (Abt & Hardie - 1960).

The ‘dip” in the calculated light curve on the rapid rise to maximum

light Is observed in some stars (Davis, t40ffet Lnd Barnes - 1981) and is

possibly an indication of a shock transiting the atmosphere of the star

during this phase around .8-.9 relative to light maximum at 1.0. As we see

in the results, in support of our model, the main bump appears in tile

calculation near the phase of the bump observed in BL Her.

A further exercise is to calculate

the color-Teff relationship nt a number

of phases and wee how the averages are

best obtained (Cox and Davis - 1975).

me results obtained over three periods,

at some 100 points per period, are shown

In Fig. 3 and compared

line fit. The averages

methods d~scrlbcd In

(19’/5) ngnin show that

to a stralght-

obtained by the

Cox and Davis

the <13>-<V> in-

tensity nverages a-e the ones Lo bc used

in prnctice to obtain Teff. The slept

of the line fit is Lllnt from Okr, Giver

nnd Searle (1962) for RR Lyrnc stars.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

There are a number of assumptions used in this model of BL Her and the

correspondence of theory to observations may not be unique. We have success-

fully applied our nonlinear model of a bump Cepheid, of the popul-ation 11

class (BL Her), with evolu~ionary masses, and using dynamic zoning and Cox-

Stewart opacities, to th observations.
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